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Strong Stabilization of MIMO Systems
with Restricted Zeros in the Unstable Region
A. N. Gündeş and H. Özbay
Abstract— The strong stabilization problem (i.e., stabilization
by a stable feedback controller) is considered for a class
of finite dimensional linear, time-invariant, multi-input multi-
output plants. It is assumed that the plant satisfies the parity
interlacing property, which is a necessary condition for the
existence of strongly stabilizing controllers. Furthermore, the
plant class under consideration has no restrictions on the poles,
on the zeros in the open left-half complex plane, on the zeros
at the origin or at infinity; but only one finite positive real zero
is allowed. A systematic strongly stabilizing controller design
procedure is proposed that applies to any plant in the class,
whereas alternative approaches may work for larger class of
plants but only under certain sufficient conditions. The freedom
available in the design parameters may be used for additional
performance objectives although the only goal here is strong
stabilization. In the special case of single-input single-output
plants in the class considered, the proposed stable controllers
have order one less than the order of the plant.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we discuss the strong stabilization problem
for a class of linear time-invariant (LTI), multi-input multi-
output (MIMO) plants that have restrictions on their zeros
in the region of instability. Strong stabilization refers to
output feedback stabilization of a given plant by a stable con-
troller. Interest in the strong stabilization is due to important
practical considerations as well as due to the equivalence
of simultaneous stabilization of two plants to the strong
stabilization of one related system [14].
Although stable stabilizing controller design is important,
not all plants are strongly stabilizable. It is well known that
a given plant is strongly stabilizable if and only if it satisfies
the parity interlacing property (PIP); a plant is said to satisfy
the PIP if the number of poles (counted according to their
McMillan degrees) between any pair of blocking-zeros on
the extended positive real-axis is even [15], [14].
In the case of single-input multi-output plants, and single-
input single-output (SISO) plants as a special case, several
procedures are available for obtaining strongly stabilizing
controllers involving interpolation constraints to construct a
unit in stable rational functions and usually resulting in very
high order controllers (e.g. [15], [14], [5]). A parameteriza-
tion of all strongly stabilizing controllers can be obtained
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for SISO plants using interpolation with infinite dimensional
transfer functions [14]. Although extensions of these interpo-
lation techniques to MIMO plants are not available, strong
stabilization of MIMO plants has been studied extensively
in the literature, some using numerical approaches and some
under H∞ or H2 performance criteria (e.g., [2], [3], [4],
[8], [9], [12], [16], [17] and references therein). Analytical
synthesis methods to design stable stabilizing controllers
were first explored for MIMO plants that have at most two
blocking-zeros on the extended non-negative real axis in
[11], where connections to the sufficient conditions in [17]
were also established. These results excluded plants that have
transmission-zeros (instead of blocking-zeros) and plants that
have more than a total of two zeros at the origin and infinity.
In the special case of SISO plants, this implied that the results
were not applicable for plants with relative degree larger than
two. In this work, we obtain a stable stabilizing controller
design procedure that applies to any strongly stabilizable
plant with any number of zeros (transmission and blocking)
at the origin and at infinity, and at most one finite positive
real zero. Hence constraints of [11] on the number of zeros
at the origin and at infinity are removed here and the results
are generalized to include transmission-zeros as well as
blocking-zeros. The plant class under consideration has no
restrictions on the poles; zeros in the open left-half complex
plane are also completely unrestricted. However, these plants
have no unstable zeros except on the extended non-negative
real axis.
Although other design methods are available for MIMO
plants without restrictions on the unstable zeros, such meth-
ods assume other sufficient conditions in addition to PIP
to obtain strongly stabilizing controllers (e.g., [1], [2], [4],
[12]). For example, when the plant has two complex conju-
gate zeros located in such a way that the PIP is about to be
violated (as the imaginary part goes to zero), many of the
existing finite dimensional controller design techniques fail
because in this case the minimum order of the strongly stabi-
lizing controllers can be very large (grows as the imaginary
part gets smaller) [13]. Our goal is to derive simple strongly
stabilizing controllers without imposing additional conditions
and hence, the design procedure developed here works for
every plant satisfying the PIP in the class considered here.
The proposed method also allows freedom in the design
parameters, which may be used for additional performance
objectives that are not considered here. It is shown using
standard robustness arguments that the designed controllers
provide robust closed-loop stability if the plant is subject
to stable additive or pre-multiplicative perturbations. In the
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special case of SISO plants, the proposed design method
leads to a stable stabilizing controller whose order is one
less than the order of the given plant.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives the
problem formulation, and defines the class of plants consid-
ered for strong stabilization. The main result in Section III,
Theorem 1, provides a systematic procedure of constructing
strongly stabilizing controllers for the class of MIMO plants
considered. Concluding remarks are made in Section IV.
Although we discuss continuous-time systems here, all
results apply also to discrete-time systems with appropriate
modifications. The following fairly standard notation is used:
Notation: Let R , R+ , C denote real, positive real, and
complex numbers, respectively. The extended closed right-
half plane is U = { s ∈ C | Re(s) ≥ 0 }∪{∞}; Rp denotes
real proper rational functions of s ; S ⊂ Rp is the stable
subset with no poles in U ; M(S) is the set of matrices
with entries in S ; I is the identity matrix (of appropriate
dimension). A transfer-matrix M ∈ M(S) is called unimod-
ular iff M−1 ∈ M(S). The H∞-norm of M ∈ M(S) is
denoted by ‖M‖ (i.e., the norm ‖ · ‖ is the usual operator
norm ‖M‖ := sups∈∂U σ̄(M(s)), where σ̄ is the maximum
singular value and ∂U is the boundary of U). For simplicity,
we drop (s) in transfer-matrices such as G(s) where this
causes no confusion. We use coprime factorizations over S ;
i.e., for P ∈ Rp
m×m, P = D−1N denotes a left-coprime-
factorization (LCF), where N ∈ Sm×m, D ∈ Sm×m,
detD(∞) 6= 0. For full-rank P , we say that z ∈ U is a
U-zero of P if rankN(z) < m; these zeros include both
transmission-zeros and blocking-zeros in U . In the product




gj = 1 if ν > η .
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND PLANT CLASSES
Consider the standard LTI, MIMO unity-feedback system
Sys(P, C) shown in Fig. 1, where P ∈ Rp
m×m and
C ∈ Rp
m×m denote the plant’s and the controller’s transfer-
matrices, respectively. It is assumed that the feedback system
is well-posed, P and C have no unstable hidden-modes, and
the plant P ∈ Rp
m×m is full normal rank m. The objective
is to design a stable stabilizing controller C.






Fig. 1. Unity-Feedback System Sys(P, C).
Let P = D−1N be a left-coprime-factorization (LCF) of
the plant and C = NcD
−1
c be a right-coprime-factorization
(RCF) of the controller, where N, D, Nc , Dc ∈ M(S)
have appropriate sizes, detD(∞) 6= 0, det Dc(∞) 6= 0.
The system Sys(P, C) is said to be stable iff the closed-
loop transfer-function from (r, v) to (y, w) is stable. The
controller C is said to stabilize P iff C is proper and
the system Sys(P, C) is stable. The controller C stabilizes
P ∈ M(Rp) if and only if
M := DDc + NNc (1)
is unimodular [14], [10]. Moreover, the stabilizing controller
C is stable if and only if M in (1) is unimodular with a
unimodular Dc ; in this case C is said to strongly stabilize
P . There exist strongly stabilizing controllers for a given
plant P if and only if P satisfies the PIP. Let z1, . . . , zℓ ∈
R ∩ U be the non-negative real-axis blocking-zeros of P
in the extended closed right-half-plane, i.e., N(zk) = 0 for
1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ. Then P satisfies the PIP if and only if detD(zk)
is sign invariant for 1 ≤ k ≤ ℓ (see e.g., [14]).
The plants under consideration here for strongly stabilizing
controller synthesis have no restrictions on their poles; there
are no restrictions on the zeros in the open left-half complex
plane C\U , at the origin s = 0, and at infinity. However, the
finite non-zero U-zeros are restricted. We only consider the
case where the plant P has at most one non-zero finite zero
in the region of instability U and it does not have a pole at
that same point in U . At the U-zeros of P , the numerator N
in any LCF P = D−1N drops rank; i.e., z ∈ U is a U-zero








where xij , yij ∈ S, i, j = 1, . . .m. Then the largest numer-
ator invariant-factor λz ∈ S is a least-common-multiple of
all yij , and hence, λzN
−1 ∈ M(S). If P has a non-zero
U-zero, then the general expression for the largest invariant-




















where a ∈ R+ , ai ∈ R+ for 1 ≤ i ≤ n∞, bj ∈ R+
for 1 ≤ j ≤ no . The total number of U-zeros of λz is
n = n∞ + no + 1, where no is the number of zeros at the
origin s = 0, and n∞ is the number of zeros at infinity; if
the plant has no finite positive real zeros but has zeros at
infinity, then in (3), z = ∞ as well and the number of zeros
of λz at s = ∞ is n∞ + 1. If the plant has no zeros at
infinity and has one finite positive zero, then the expression
(3) is still valid with n∞ = 0. If the U-zeros of P are only at
the origin, and it has no finite positive zeros and no zeros at
infinity, then the term
(1−s/z)
(s+a) in (3) is replaced with
s
(s+a)











where the number of zeros of λz at s = 0 is no + 1 = n.
Some examples of plants in this class are as follows: The
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plant P1 has U-zeros at z = 2 and at s = ∞, with n∞ = 1













The plant P2 has U-zeros at s = 0 and at s = ∞; since it
has no finite non-zero zero, we would consider z = ∞ and


















, where G can be any stable 2×2 matrix;
P3 has U-zeros at z = 2, at s = ∞ and at s = 0, with
n∞ = 1, no = 1, i.e., n = 3. Let P4 =
s
y(s)P1, where y(s)
is any polynomial and r is the relative degree of sy(s) ; P4 has
U-zeros at z = 2, at s = ∞ and at s = 0, with n∞ = r + 1,
no = 1, n = r + 3. On the other hand, P5 =
s
y(s)P2 has
U-zeros at s = ∞ and at s = 0, with n∞ = r, no = 2,
n = r + 3. The plants P4 and P5 have blocking-zeros at
s = ∞ and s = 0, whereas all U-zeros in P1, P2, P3 are
transmission-zeros.
In Section III we propose a set of strongly stabilizing
controllers for the plant class described with λz as in (3)
when the U-zeros are at s = z, 0,∞ , or as in (4) when the
U-zeros are all at s = 0.
III. STRONGLY STABILIZING CONTROLLERS
Theorem 1 gives a systematic strongly stabilizing
controller design method for the plant class described in
Section II. It is assumed that the plants under consideration
are strongly stabilizable, and have at most one U-zero z ∈ U
but they do not have a coinciding pole at the same z ∈ U .
Therefore, D(z) is non-singular for any LCF P = D−1N .
Theorem 1: (Strongly stabilizing controller synthesis) Let
P ∈ Rp
m×m be strongly stabilizable and be described with
λz as in (3) or (4), where D(z) is non-singular. If n∞ 6= 0,
then assume that all eigenvalues of W := D(z)−1D(∞)








if ℓ > n∞ , then Γℓ = 1. Choose αi ∈ R+ such that
α1 > ‖ s(DD(∞)
−1 − I) ‖ , (6)
and for i = 2, . . . , n∞ , choose αi ∈ R+ such that
αi > ‖ s(DD(z)
−1 − I)Φi ‖ , (7)
where Φi ∈ M(S) is defined as
Φi :=










If n∞ = 0, let Un∞ := D(z); if n∞ 6= 0, let Un∞ be
Un∞ := D + (D(∞) − DW )(sI + α1W )
−1α1Γ2 . (9)
If no 6= 0, then assume that all eigenvalues of Ŵ :=









if ℓ > no, then Γ̂ℓ = 1. Choose β1 ∈ R+ such that
β1 < ‖ s
−1(DŴU−1n∞ − I) ‖
−1 , (11)
and for j = 2, . . . , no , choose βj ∈ R+ such that
βj < ‖ s
−1(DD(z)−1 − I)Ψj ‖
−1 , (12)
where Ψj ∈ M(S) is defined as
Ψj := [I −DD(z)
−1 +D












D(z)−1 if n∞ = 0
1
α1
(sI + α1W )D(∞)
−1Γ−12 if n∞ 6= 0
(14)
Then the stable controller
C = N−1(D(z) − D)F∞ Fo (15)
strongly stabilizes P , where F∞ and Fo are given by
F∞ =
{
I if n∞ = 0
α1W (sI + α1W )




I if no = 0
sno(sI + β1Ŵ )
−1Γ̂2 if no 6= 0
(17)
Furthermore, with C ∈ M(S) as in (15), the controller
Cq = C + Q (18)
also strongly stabilizes P for all Q ∈ Sm×m such that
‖Q ‖ < ‖ (I + PC)−1P‖−1 . (19)
Remark (The order of the proposed controllers): In the case
of SISO plants, the order of the controller C in (15) is one
less than the plant’s order. Although coprime factorizations
are unique only up to a unit in S , without loss of generality it
can be assumed that the chosen numerator in the factorization
P = D−1N is in the form of the largest invariant-factor λz
given in (3) or (4). For purposes of discussing the order, we
write the numerator and denominator factors of the plant in
polynomial form as:
P =
(1 − s/z)sno η
d
, (20)
where η is an ñ-th order polynomial whose roots are the
zeros of the plant in the stable region C \ U , and d is a
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polynomial of degree δ = n∞ +no + ñ+1. Then a coprime
factorization P = D−1N over S is given by
D =
d










N = λz =







Using D, N given by (21)-(22), the controller C in (15)
becomes






j=1(s + bj) − d]α1Ws
no






where the numerator of (D(z) − D) has a zero at s = z
and hence, cancels the term (1− s/z) from the denominator





that remain in the denominator after cancelations have order
ñ + n∞ + no, where the degree of Γ
−1
2 is n∞ − 1 and the
degree of Γ̂−12 = no−1. Therefore, the order of the controller
C is ñ+n∞ +no = δ−1, where δ is the order of the plant.
We showed that the controller order is one less than the
plant order for the case where the plant has at least one
non-zero zero on the extended non-negative real-axis so
that λz is as in (3). Using entirely similar steps, it can be
concluded that the controller order is again one less than
the plant order when λz is given by (4).
Remark (Robustness of the proposed strongly stabilizing
controllers): Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, let the
stable controller C be given by (15) and let Cq = C + Q
for any Q ∈ Sm×m satisfying (19). Then standard robustness
arguments lead to the following conclusions (e.g., [14], [18]):
a) (Additive perturbations): Let ∆ ∈ Sm×m be such that
‖∆ ‖ < ‖ (I + CqP )
−1Cq ‖
−1 . (23)
Then the controller Cq strongly stabilizes P +∆ for all ∆ ∈
S
m×m satisfying (23).
b) (Multiplicative perturbations): Let ∆ ∈ Sm×m be such
that
‖∆ ‖ < ‖ (I + CqP )
−1CqP ‖
−1 . (24)
Then the controller Cq strongly stabilizes P (I + ∆) for all
∆ ∈ Sm×m satisfying (24).
c) (Coprime factor perturbations): Let ∆N , ∆D ∈ S
m×m be
such that





M−1 ‖−1 . (25)
where M = D +NCq is unimodular by design for all Cq =
C+Q with Q satisfying (19). Then the controller Cq strongly
stabilizes all plants in the form (D + ∆D)
−1(N + ∆N )
satisfying (25).
Once C is fixed, one can try to optimize Q to maximize the
allowable perturbation magnitude (23) or (25). This problem
can be formulated as a two block H∞ control problem as
follows: Consider the robustness optimization for coprime
factor perturbation (25). First note that when there is no
uncertainty and Cq = C + Q is used as the controller, the
feedback system is stable if and only if (D+NC+NQ)−1 ∈
S
m×m. Since by design M = D + NC is unimodular,
the feedback system with plant P = D−1N and controller
Cq = C + Q is stable if
‖ M−1NQ ‖ < 1. (26)








over all Q ∈ Sm×m satisfying (26). A slightly conservative





























over all Q ∈ Sm×m, which is a two-block H∞ control
problem and can be solved using standard techniques, [18].
Similar arguments show that when we have additive un-
certainty, to maximize the left hand side of (23) we want to





















over all Q ∈ Sm×m, which is a slightly simpler two block
H∞ control problem.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a simple strongly stabilizing controller syn-
thesis method for a class of unstable MIMO plants satisfying
the PIP, with at most one positive real zero and any number
of zeros at s = 0, at infinity, and in the open left-half
complex plane. No restrictions were imposed on the number
and locations of the poles. We explicitly constructed robust
strongly stabilizing controllers for all plants in this class. The
design offers freedom in the design parameters that may be
used for other performance criteria. In the special case of
SISO plants, the order of the (nominal) strongly stabilizing
controller obtained using the proposed design procedure here
is one less than the order of the plant.
The more challenging problem of strongly stabilizing
controller design for MIMO plants with more than one
positive real zero and complex conjugate zero pairs is to
be tackled in our future study using the method developed
here. In the SISO plant case, the order of the controller is a
few multiples of the plant order in many of the existing finite
dimensional controller design methods and the order grows
as the positive pole/zero locations are close to violating the
PIP. Therefore, it is expected that the extension of the results
presented here will involve much less simpler designs when
we consider plants with two or more finite non-zero zeros.
The results presented here are important in identifying plant
classes that can be strongly stabilized using the proposed
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design method resulting in simple stable controllers without
the added sufficient conditions assumed in alternate methods.
APPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1: We first show that the controller pro-
posed in (15) is stable. By assumption, the largest numerator
invariant-factor λz ∈ S is as in either (3) or (4). Let
λzN
−1 =: Ns ; then Ns ∈ M(S) and N
−1 = λ−1z Ns .
We have to show that
C = N−1(D − D(z))F∞Fo
= Nsλ
−1
z (D − D(z))F∞Fo
= Nsλ
−1
z (D − D(z))α1W (sI + α1W )
−1Γ2
· sno(sI + β1Ŵ )
−1Γ̂2 ∈ M(S).
Since (D(s) − D(z)) is zero at s = z, the term
(s+a)


























Note that if there is no finite positive zero, but P has
blocking-zeros at infinity, we take z = ∞; hence, W =
I . If all U-zeros in P are at s = 0, then the term
(1−s/z)
(s+a) in Nz is replaced with
s
(s+a) as in (4). In this
case, F∞ = I , Ŵ = I ,
s










fore, in all cases the proposed controller in (15) is stable. It
remains to show that the proposed C stabilizes P :
Step 1: Let Nc = C and Dc = I; by (1), C = NcD
−1
c
stabilizes P = D−1N if and only if M = D + NC is uni-
modular. With Uo := D(z), write M = D +NN
−1(D(z)−
D)F∞Fo = UoF∞Fo + D(I − F∞Fo ). If n∞ = 0, then
F∞ = I; go to step 2. If n∞ > 0, write M as
M = D + (D(z) − D)α1W (sI + α1W )
−1Γ2Fo
= (α1D(z)W + sD)(sI + α1W )
−1Γ2Fo + D(I − Γ2Fo)
= U1Γ2Fo + D(I − Γ2Fo) ,















Then (DD(∞)−1−I) strictly-proper implies s(DD(∞)−1−
I) ∈ M(S), and hence, U1 is unimodular for α1 satisfying









= U2Γ3Fo + D(I − Γ3Fo) ,






















= 1 in (8); then Φ2 =
(I − DD(z)−1 + D 1α1 (sI + α1W )D(∞)
−1)−1 =
(I + sα1 DD(∞)
−1)−1 implies that (7) becomes α2 >
‖s(DD(z)−1 − I)Φ2‖ = ‖s(DD(z)
−1 − I)(I +
s
α1
DD(∞)−1)−1‖ = ‖s(DU−11 − I)‖. Therefore, U2 is
unimodular for α2 satisfying (7). If n∞ = 2, then Γ3 = 1;








= U3Γ4Fo + D(I − Γ4Fo) ,





















For i = 3, by (8), Φ3 = (I − DD(z)




)−1 implies (7) becomes α3 >
‖s(DD(z)−1 − I)Φ3‖ = ‖s(DU
−1
2 − I)‖. Therefore, U3
is unimodular for α3 satisfying (7). If n∞ = 3, then Γ4 = 1;
go to step 2. If n∞ > 3, then continue similarly with Uk
defined as

















= Uk+1Γk+2Fo + D(I − Γk+2Fo) ,











s(DU−1k − I)]Uk . (33)
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s For i = k + 1, by (8), Φk+1 = (I − DD(z)
−1 +






)−1 implies (7) be-
comes αk+1 > ‖s(DD(z)
−1− I)Φk+1‖ = ‖s(DU
−1
k − I)‖.
Therefore, Uk+1 is unimodular for αk+1 satisfying (7). If
n∞ = k+1, then Γk+2 = 1 and M = Un∞Fo +D(I −Fo),
where Un∞ is unimodular; go to step 2.
Step 2: If no = 0, then Fo = I; go to step 3. If no > 0,
write M as
M = Un∞s(sI +β1Ŵ )
−1Γ̂2 +D(I−s(sI +β1Ŵ )
−1Γ̂2)
= V1Γ̂2 + D(I − Γ̂2) ,
where Un∞ = D(z) if n∞ = 0 and Un∞ is given by (9) if















Then [DŴU−1n∞−I] is zero at s = 0 implies s
−1(DŴU−1n∞−
I) ∈ M(S) and hence, V1 is unimodular for β1 satisfying








Γ̂3) = V2Γ̂3+D(1−Γ̂3) ,











(s−1[DV −11 − I])]V1




For j = 2,
∏j−1
ν=2(s + βν) = 1 in (13); then Ψ2 =
(I −DD(z)−1 + 1sD(sI + β1Ŵ )En∞)
−1 implies that (12)
becomes β2 < ‖s
−1(DD(z)−1−I)Ψ2‖
−1 = ‖s−1(DV −11 −
I)‖−1. Therefore, V2 is unimodular for β2 satisfying (12). If
no = 2, then Γ̂3 = 1; go to step 3. If no > 2, then continue
similarly with Vk defined as
















= Vk+1Γ̂k+2 + D(1 − Γ̂k+2) ,











(s−1[DV −1k − I])]Vk . (37)







−1 implies (12) becomes βk+1 <
‖s−1(DD(z)−1 − I)Ψk+1‖
−1 = ‖s−1(DV −1k − I)‖
−1.
Therefore, Vk+1 is unimodular for βk+1 satisfying (12). If
no = k + 1, then Γ̂k+2 = 1 and M = Vno is unimodular;
go to step 3.
Step 3: If no = 0, then M = Un∞ is unimodular, where
Un∞ = Uo = D(z) if n∞ = 0 and Un∞ is as in (9) if
n∞ 6= 0. If no > 0, then M = Vno is also unimodular.
Since M = D + NC is unimodular, the controller C
in (15) stabilizes P = D−1N . The stable controller
Cq = C + Q also stabilizing the plant for Q ∈ M(S)
satisfying (19) is standard ‘small-gain’ argument since
‖M−1NQ‖ = ‖(D+NC)−1NQ‖ = ‖(I+PC)−1PQ‖ < 1
implies I + M−1NQ is unimodular. Therefore,
Mq := D + NCq = (D + NC) + NQ = M + NQ =
M(I+M−1NQ) is also unimodular, and hence, Cq ∈ M(S)
also stabilizes P .
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